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Unlike other books which only provide information in question and answer format, this guide goes

beyond the basic preparation, which is necessary for passing the required exams. It is the most

up-to-date information for 2016. Aircraft Dispatchers must execute an approve flight plans, route

and altitude selection, fuel load, all in compliance with FAA regulations. This Guide delivers

dispatchers and airline pilots a better understanding of the dispatching roll. It always bring you the

latest and greatest available study material to make sure that the questions are up to date and part

of an actual FAA questions. All Practical applications of topics test areas such as route planning,

regulations, responsibilities and authority, and aviation weather are covered in detail.
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I was really hoping this book would be somewhat useful because there really is no book written for

aircraft dispatch. This one is not it, either. For one thing, this must be a self-published book because

there are an incredible number of grammar, spelling, and punctuation errors. The books seems

huge but it's published in huge print. A book geared toward airline pilots would be more useful for

learning about aircraft dispatch.This book has potential but it needs heavy editing by a professional

and it needs material added.

Is this a joke? The entire book is littered with spelling and grammatical errors, incomplete



sentences, and just plain sloppiness. It's hard to take seriously someone who doesn't take his own

content serious enough to proofread it. There aren't many books out with dispatcher information,

which makes this poorly written, sophomoric book all the more disappointing.

This book seems as though it was never edited. If you can't use proper grammar and sentence

structure, how can I feel confident that you are knowledgeable in a complex topic such as aircraft

dispatch. Very disappointing.

Lucky to get one star. Very hard to understand due to grammer.

Lucky to receive 1 Star! The book is full of useful information, but the author may want to fire his

Editor...or hire one.

All OK Thank you!

It is an excelent book to begin studies in aviation like flight dispatcher. Thanks

Great reference!
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